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A SURVEY OF ENGINEERS: WRITING ATTITUDES AND
PRODUCT I V ITY

Al alma.

This study gives th, ilts of a survey of the writing attitudes of
160 engineers practich in the Chattanooga, Tennessee, region.
Specifically, the study addresses the attitudes toward writing that affect
productivity and discusses the extent of their influence. Various
statistical tests were used and showed significant relationships between
levels of education and career experience with writing attitudes. The data
showed a positive relationship between productivity and the level of
confidence the engineers reported.

Introductiol

Attitudes towara writing have been the focus of composing process
rese .h particularly since 1975 when Daly and Miller coined the term

j apprehension" to denote a constrictive behavior, "a tendency to
apps ,,ach or avoid situations perceived to potentially require writing
accompanied by some amount of perceived evaluation." As one would
expect, this anxiety appears in attitudes toward writing, the writing
process itself, and in the written product. And although research has
shown that writing attitudes, specifically apprehension, 'nfluence
occupational and academic choices (Daly and Shamo, !976; 19-/ j), most
studies on this topic have relied on high school or university students as
participants. Few have chosen to focus on practicing engineers in an
effort to examine the empirical relationship of these attitud, to
measures of writing productivity. And there are no studies exploring the
interweaving of the cognitive, affective, and contextual frameworks
within which professional writing occurs. This paper is one the first
to address these concerns.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to investigate L...e relationships
betwv::n writing attitudes and writing productivity 1.) a career field such
as vgineering. Educators are responsible for training students to enter
critical fields where, according to The Harvare,' a!,isijaess Review, the
ability to produce well-written material is a prime requisite for
promotable executives. As educators, we were ctillenged by a statement
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concerning the dilemma facing science and engineering students which
was addressed in an article in the College Board Review. According to the
author, "The single, greatest complaint our students make when polled
about their undergraduate preparation consists of questions of the form:
"Why didn't you teach us how to write?' They have found, much to their
amazement, that one of their main jobs in the 'real' world is writing, and
that they are woefully unprepared to fulfill that part of their duties"
(David, 1982). We wanted to know what attitudes toward writing
professionals had and what affect those attitudes might have on writing
productivity.

For purposes of this pilot study, the field of engineering was
selected. Salient research questions included t: ' following:

Do engineers with a more confident attitude toward writing
produce more written documents than those who indicate they feel
anxious?

Do an engineer's position, training and/or years of employment
have an affect on general writing attitudes? On anxiety levels? On peer
involvement with writing?

Dnes a relationship for engineers exist between adoption of a
writing process and a confident attitude toward writing?

ttdgx
Questionnaire

The study was conducted using a 76-item questionnaire specifically
devised to address questions concerning writing attitudes, including
anxiety and confidence, and levels of productivity. The instrument
consists of four pages (see Appendix A) divided into two sections: Part A
asks 16 demographic questions, including native language, degrees
received, job function, position title, and average number of
memos/letters, reports, articles, and books written within specific time
frames.

Part B consists of 60 statements phrased in a 6-step rank-ordered
format. The instructions asked participants to circle the number, ranging
from 1 ("Never") to 6 ( "Always "), which represented the response most
accurately refiecting their attitudes about writing.
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Participants

The participants were 160 engineers belonging to one of two groups:
the Chattanooga Engineers Club (117) and the University of Tennessee
Space Institute (43) in Tullahoma, Tennessee. All participants are
currently practicing engineers, and all volunteered to complete the
questionnaire as an upportunity to learn more about their writing
attitudes as well as the collective attitudes of those in the profession.
The researchers explained the project at a luncheon meeting of the
Chattanooga Engineers Club and promised to share the results of the study
at a future meeting.

The participants represent a spectrum of engineering occupations but
are predominantly mechanical (26 percent) or electrical (25 percent)
engineers. As would be expected, almost all possess a bachelor's degree,
with 42 percent having also a M S. degree and 16 percent having also a
Ph.D. Ninety six percent are male. On the average, the participants have
been employed as engineers for 19 years (std. dev -10), most often
working in the area of research (21 percent) or design (13 percent).

f-rocedures

One set of questionnaires was enclosed with a regular mailing to all
members of the Engineers Club; a second set was distributed to engineers
employed at the Space Institute. In all, 600 questionnaires were mailed
out. Participants were encouraged to returr the completed questionnaire
to the Engineering School at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga by
folding the instrument so that the last page revealed the return address
and mailing permit. The return rate was 29 percent; of the 174
questionnaires returned, 14 were removed from the data collection because
of invalid demographic responses (e.g., respondents were retired or not
engineers).

Data Analysis

The data were analyzed with the use of the SPSS programs on a

HP-3000 model 48 computer made available by the Center for Computer
Application at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga. First,
pearman's Rho, a rank ordered correlation coefficient data in the form of
as computed for variable pairs from Part A (8; 13-18, the items with
umeric values) and Part B of the questionnaire. The .01 leve: of

S
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significance was utilized. Second, linear regression analysis was used
to investigate the possibility of relationships among demographic
variables and attitudinal variables. Again, alpha was set at the .01 level.
Third, a series of t-tests were performed to probe possible differences in
productivity between those people whose pooled responses classified
them as "anxious writers" and those who could be called 'confident
writers." In these final tests, the .05 level of significance was used.

Results

The findings of the study can be examined by classifying the
questions into categories relevant to demographic information, attitudes
of the writers, the writing environment, the writing process itself, and
the quantity of the product.

Education

Analysis of the calculated correlation coefficients indicates that
those engineers with the highest level of oost high school education
exhibit the following significant (p<.01) characteristics: They enjoy
writing tasks, find it easy to organize their writing, do not worry about
making errors in grammar and mechanics, receive compliments from their
peers about their writing, do not feel they learn to write better by seeing
examples of good writing, do not feel other engineers write better than
they do, type their own reports, and do not develop outlines as they
progress in their writing. (The results are summarized in Table 1.)

Career Experience

The longer engineers have been practicing, (i.e, the higher the number
of years of professional experience), the more they rely entirely on their
own ideas when they write and the more firmly they believe that the
ability to write well reflects on their professional competence. Moreover,
they report that when they work, they are not easily distracted. After
their first draft is typed, they rarely change it. (See Table 2.)

Writing Attitude

A high correlation exists between number of years of post high school
education and enjoyment of writing tasks. Those who have written the
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most books report feeling the most relaxed when they write;
concomitantly, these same people also enjoy writing short memos or
letters. Engineers who write a high number of reports state that writing
is important to them. (See Table 1.)

Confidence

Those engineers who have seen employed the longest and those who
write a significant number of articles and books rely entirely on their own
'leas when they write. Those who produce the greatest number of memos
and letters report that they are relaxed when they write and that they like
to share their writing with their colleagues. Moreover, they do not feel
self conscious about their writing efforts. Those who produce t'le most
articles and books per year do not feel that other engineers write as
clearly as they do. The productive memo and report writers like to have
other engineers comment on their writing. The memo writers, in
particular, feel in control of the process when they write. (See Table 3.)

Anxiety

The participants in this survery, on the average, gave responses on
the low end of the scale to the items that were targeted to identify
anxiety. Even so, data show a correlation between anxiety and productivity.
Those who produce the most memos feel the least self-conscious about
their writing efforts: They affirm this feeling when they state that they
are not afraid of having their writing evaluated. Those who produce the
most books state that they make each sentence perfect before they go on
to the next sentence. In Iddition, a significant correlation exists between
years of education and lack of worry that writing will show errors in
grammar and mechanics and a corresponding lack of concern that other
engineers write better. (See Table 4.)

Wrf.'lg Environment

Both those engineers who write the greatest number of articles and
those who write the most articles and books per year do not write at their
tesks. The questionaire does not ask where else they write; but wherever
they do, the engineers report that they ,ire not easily distracted.
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The Writing Process

A positive correlation exists between the recognition that organizing
material for a report is easy and the variables of years of post high school
education and high productivity for writers of memos, letters, articles,
and books. Engineers who produce many letters and memos find that
having many notes of their ideas on a topic helps them write. The
engineers do not think that it takes them longer than their colleagues to
complete writing tasks. Those with the most years of post high school
education and these who write many articles report that they rarely
change a draft version after it has been typed. Moreover, many of these
engineer writers state that they type their own reports. ( See Table 5.)

Ming Productivitx

Those engineers who write the highest number of memos or letters
per week state that they turn out more writing than do other engineers in
similar jobs. They report no difficulty with beginning or finishing writing
tasks. While they feel that they have more responsibilities for writing in
their jobs than their colleagues do, they believe that the ability to write
well reflects on their professional competence. They enjoy writing short
letters and are not easily distracted when they write. (See Table 6.)

Engineers who write longer products, particularly reports, feel
strongly that they write well. They claim that they turn out more writing
than their colleagues and that writing is important to them.

Characteristics common to those engineers who produce the highest
numbers of articles and books a year include the following: a sense that
organization is easy and a reliance on typing their own work.

In this study, we set out to explain productivity through certain
attitudinal measures, but regression analysis could explain only 23
percent of the variance on memo/letters; 10 percent on journals; and 5
percent on books. i he high level of variance attributable to error may be
due to factors other than attitude--perhaps job function. T-tests run on
job function support this possibility.

When, however, the engineers are grouped into "confident" writers
and "apprehensive" writers on the basis of scaled values on predetermined
items in the questionnaire, t-test results show that on every measure of
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productivity, the "confident" writers have higher mean values. When a
composite measure of productivity is used for the four productivity items,
the differences are significant (p<.05, df-11).

Discussion and Recommendations

The results of this study arebcth satisfying and surprising to us.
From our teaching experience and participation in a writing across the
curriculum program, we hypothesized that confident engineers would,
indeed, produce more written documents. Free from apprehensive or
blocking behaviors, these engineers would turn out significantly greater
amounts of written work. The results of our pilot study confirm our
original idea. The engineers acknowledge feelings of assuredness: they
are relaxed when they wri;e and willing to share their work with others.

We are pleased to note, also, that years of education and years of
employment correlated positively with productivity, again a confirmation
of our hypothesis.

What is disappointing, however, was the low rate of return (29
percent). We wonder if the respondents, 22 of whom can be classified as
confident writers and only 5 of whom can be labelled anxious, may well
have pre-selected themselves. In otner words, perhaps the less confident
writers were so apprehensive that they did not want to acknowledge their
attitudes on a questionna're and thus did not return it. As partial
explanation, we know that the hallmarks of confident writers are a
willingness to share their writing (and perhaps their ego involvements)
with others; the converse is probably true for anxious writers.

Also surprising in the results is the possible contradiction between
the feelings of confidence and the need for control, namely the need to
make every sentence perfect before writing further. Concern for the
writing process, as educators teach it today, is not important for these
practicing engineers. While they feel comfortable using many
informational notes to guide their writing--perhaps encouraged by a

prewriting stage in the process--they move quickly to a drafting stage
which becomes, in effect, their final product. According to their survey
responses, they rarely revise their first efforts, preferring instead to
make corrections as they move along. An additional explanation may lie in
the average years of work experience these engineers possess. Nineteen
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years ago--the average years of their work experience- -the teaching
emphasis in all written subjects, not just English, was on the product
rather than on the process. The confident engineer-writers may well be
practicing what they were taught.

In conclusion, we acknowledge that, while there is not a strong
pattern for our statistical findings, what attitudes have been determined,
given the small return, are significant. Our pilot study shows the need to
gather more information on the odor writing experiences of engineers and
the need for a higher rate of return so that the sample more closely
approaches the whole population. At this point, we cannot draw general
conclusions; but we will suggest that the practicing engineers whom we
surveyed are confident writers, ones who measure their own productivity
as high. They are also writers who possess a more traditional orientation
toward the writing process, one characterized by a need for immediate
control.

The pilot study points toward a further study with two important
changes. First, tho survey Instrument needs to be refined and tightened.
We will use factor analysis to help us reduce the number of questions
asked by indicating which questions elicit responses of parallel
strength. This revision will shorten the questionnaire, and we hope that it
will also increase the rate of return.

Second, we will ask senior engineering students at the University to
participate in a similar survey so that we can compare writing attitudes
of current students with those of practicing engineers. The specific aim
of this comparison will be to see if the contemporary way of teaching
composition (process oriented) as contrasted to the more traditional way
(product oriented) 11 )bservable in the students' attitudes toward writing.
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APPENDIX: QUESTIONNAIRE

DIRECTIONS PDR PART A: Please use the blanks to answer the following questions.

I. What sex are you? male female

2. Is English your fatly, language? ...yes no

3. Rev waNY Palo of Poet NINA school education have you crimplesd?

h. In what field. of engineering did you skier?

5. What degrees have you received?

6. Are you an engineer-in-training? vs* no

7. Are you register-al professional engineer? ...yes so

8. Now many years have you worked am on *Wooer?

9. What im the *unction of your job? Construction. Coasulting. 'Design.

Education. Production. ---16earch. Other.

10. What Is the title of your present position?

11. Where d:i you learn to write?

12. Where do you go for help when you have problems with writing?

13. What Is the average number of engineering reports you write a ye 0

1h. What is the average number of MOOS and letters you write a week?

15. Nov many articles have you had published in journals'

l6. Nov many books have you wines?

DIRMTIONS POP PAM? O: Pleas. answer the following quest ono by circling the number that Is
the most accurate response for you at this time.

Never
(were little)

I. I enjoy the writing tasks in my job. 1 2 3 if

2. Organizing material for a report is easy
tar me. 1 2 3 h

3. I rely entirely on my eve ideas when I
write. 1 2 3 h

h. I as relaxed when I write. t 2 3 h

5. I enjoy discueming q writings with others. 1 2 3 h

6. 1 ask other engineers to evaluate my
draft versions of W, writinii. 1 2 3 h

7. I have trouble organizing q Ideas. 1 2 3 h

8. I worry that my writing will show
errors In grammar and mechanics. 1 2 3 h

9. I like V* share fg, writing with colleagues. 1 2 1 h

10. I feel very self-conscious about whe.. I write. 1 2 3 h

11. I enjoy writing memos. 1 2 '3 h

12. I revise fp writing even when I'm
not asked to do so. 1 2 3 h

33. I write less well then my colleagues.

lb. I find It valuable to let a revert 'sit" le
my mind while before I get started.

1

1

2

2

3

3

h

h

page 1
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Always

(very much

5 6

5'. 6

5 S

5

5 6

5 6

5 6

5 6

5 6

5 6

5 6

5 6

5 6

5 6



Mover
(very little)

Always

(very muct I

IS. I usually don't get reports submitted on time. 1 2 3 h S 6

16. I write Wet at We de ,a. 1 2 3 h 5 6

71. Piny reports I write hove t1.4

sane segutitationst format. 1 2 3 h 5 6
IR. Summarising other people's work

is difficult for me. 1 2 1 h 5 6
19. I form the conclusions of my report

before I begin writing. 1 2 3 h % 6
Pn. I make ead. sentesce perfect before

I go on to write the meat ultimo.
1 3 h 5 6.

21. The last thing I write is the Intro-
ductory section of a report. 1 2 3 h S 6

22 It &ekes me longer than my colleagues
to complete writing tasks. 1 2 3 h 5 6

2). I turn out more writing thee de ether
engineers In simIlar jobs. 1 2 3 t 5 6

21. I have trouble beginning writing Was. I 2 3 h 5 6
25. 1 use tremble finishing a writing piece. 1 2 1 h 5 6

26. I .requestly read my colleagues' writing. 1 2 3 1 5 6
27. I have received compliments free eI

peer* about my writing. 1 2 3 h a 6
?A. I have trouble organising the material I write. 1 2 3 h s 6
29. I learn to write better by swims essaples or

good vetting.

le. I can better plan my writing if I moderstand

the expectations others hove fur the assignment.

1

1

2

2

3

3

h

h

5

5

6

6

1 have more responsibilittes for writing
In my Job than my colleagues do. 1 2 3 h 5 6

11 "rhea engineers write better than I do. 1 2 3 h 5 6

33. I find I; easy to revise my early
drafts to improve my writing. 1 2 3 h 5 6

3h. I enjov writing technical reports. 1 2 3 h 5 6
31. 1 avoid viitIng tasks. 1 2 3 1 s 6

OS. t as afraid of having my writing evaluated. 1 2 3 h 5 6

Others tell me that I express she thoughts

1 2 3 h 5 6

P I in he harshest c-itic of my writing. 1 2 3 h S 6

'+ aellity to write well reflects toe mv

profc4sionel competence. 1 2 3 6 5 S

40 :eke' engineers don't writ, as clearly as
' do.

hi. PriOni s 'sport of work done Is wore
aatts':Ing than actually doing the work.

1

I

2

2

3

3

6

I

5

5

6

6
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3

12. Maxims many motes of mg ideas

Nottr
(ery little)

Alves r_

(7ery 111,0

as a topic helps me write. 1 2 3 1 5 6

13. After a first draft is 41614. 1 'trial'

change it. 1 2 3 1 S 6

11. I usually like to work antenna,
cm a report to got it flaisind. 1 2 ) h 5 6

IS. I cannot write mail I have all my
materials millestod. 1 2 3 6 5 6

16. I enjoy writing reports of work Pee dens.

la. I his to have other engineers
eanent an my writing.

1

1

2

2

3

3

1

6

S 6

S 6

he. I type pp eum reports. 1 2 3 6 5 6

19. I like a Islet area to write. 1 2 3 1 S 6

SO. 1 developing outline larval -
satins) of my writings@ I progress. 1 2 3 6 S 6

SI. I edit ey writing before submitting it. 1 2 3 h 5 6

52. a feel in control of the preemie wine I write. 1 2 3 I S 6

S3. I enjoy writing short letters. 1 2 3 1 S 6

Sh. I feel coafident &beet the soy I
express uy ideas im %titles. 1 2 3 1 5 6

5S. I tend to use ethers' Ideas so a base
for gatift my own. 1 2 3 I S 6

16. I ea easily Cstractoll whom I write. 1 2 3 h S 6

57. Writing is important to 40. 1 2 3 1 S 6

58. Writing is inportamt to my supervisor. 1 2 3 1 S 6

59. I enjoy thimbles about writing. 1 2 3 I S 6

60. I enjoy answering (pestle= about writing. 1 V 3 1 S 6

C(0440175: Please Oars any additional hires sleet writing in th. erne* below.

TIM YOU ION TOUR 000PIDIATIOg. Vs will share the resulting leforeation with you later.

PIZ*U MA111118 GAMITIMAIIII AFRO IOU RAU IMOD AND CVAPLOD I? gO TWAT 'If Ufe UMW
MOW

&Aiwa
copyr ght 1961

s44ti

Or. Deborah Arise (755-1197)
Dr. .11. ftsry (155-1)00
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TABLE 1 Correlation Coefficients of Variable Pairs
Years of Post-high School Education

Enjoy writing tasks .19

Find organizing writing easy .19

Do not worry about .23
grammar, mechanics

Receive compliments .19
about their writing

Do not feel they learn
to write better by
seeing examples of
good writing

Do not feel other
engineers write
better

Type their own
reports

.19

.23

.25

Do not develop outlines .19
as writing progresses

(p<.01)



TABLE 2 Correlation Coefficients of Variable Pairs
Years as Ensineer

Rely on own ideas .25

Believe ability reflects competence .19

Rarely change first draft .19

Are easily distracted -.19

(p< .01)



TABLE 3 Correlation Coefficients of Variable Pairs
Writing Attitude: Variables idicating Confidence

Yrs. employment

Relaxed Lack of Others Shari ii Reliance Appreciation
feeling self- write as with on own of others'

consciousness clearly colleagues ideas comments

.23 .25

High productivity .24 .19
(articles/books)

High productivity .24 .26 .20
(memos/reports)

High productivity
(memos)

(p< .01)

.20



TABLE 4 Correlation Coefficients of Variable Pairs
Writing Attitudes: Variables Indicating Apprehension

Worry/ Fear others Fear of Need to
grammar, write better evaluation make sentences
Inechani CS perfect

Yrs. of education - .23

High productivity
(memos)

High productivity
(reports)

High productivity
(books)

(p< .01)

- .19

- .21

.22



TABLE 5 Correlation Coefficient of Variable Pairs
The Writing Process

Yrs. education

find Use many Do not Typo own
organizing notes change reports
easy draft

.19 .19

High productivity .24
(memos/letters/books)

High productivity .24 .20 .19
(memos/letters)

High productivity .26
(articles)

(p< .01)

19



TABLE 6 Correlation Coefficients of Variable Pairs
Productivity Measures

Memos/
letters Reports Articles Books
per year per pear per gear per year

Write more than others .32
in similar jobs

Trouble beginning -.27

Trouble finishing -.25

More writing respon- .24
sibilities

Writing reflects .28
professional
competence

Enjoy writing short .24
letters

Easily distracted -.24
while writing

Write better than .19
colleagues

Turn out more writing .22

Writing is important .23
to me

Organizing material .21
is easy for me

I type my own reports .27 .24.

(p(.01)


